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SUZOHAPP to highlight its latest Cash Management innovations at
Transports Publics 2018
Transports Publics, the European Mobility Exhibition, is the not-to-be missed biennial exhibition
for all the key players in public transport and sustainable mobility from across Europe. The event
will open its doors in Paris, France from June 12th through June 14th and SUZOHAPP will be
exhibiting at Stand K31, presenting a strong array of cash handling technology to the
transportation industry.
At this year’s event, SUZOHAPP will showcase the highlights from its CashComplete™ product
range which represent the ideal solution to transform users’ cash handling into a completely
automated process, delivering several advantages, such as reducing working capital, improving
productivity and increasing efficiency.
Visitors will have the opportunity to learn more about the features and benefits of the new
CashComplete™ RCS-400 2.2, a Recycling Cash Solution which streamlines cash handling with
automated till float creation, coin recycling, change facilities, and end of shift deposit and
reconciliation. The new 2.2 version comes with a flexible system for different tills. Attendees will
also enjoy seeing a demo of CashComplete™ Connect software, a revolutionary platform which
allows users to fully monitor their cash and generate accurate reporting for complete visibility of
the cash cycle.
An additional CashComplete™ product showcased at the SUZOHAPP stand will be the SDS-750,
a Smart Deposit Solution which provides a cost-effective method of securing banknotes while
improving accuracy and cash visibility.
Furthermore, the French event will be the perfect opportunity to present advanced SCAN COIN
solutions, such as the CDS-9, suitable to manage the driver’s coins, banknotes and tokens in a
convenient and secure way, and the DTC-9 coin sorter, which offers outstanding accuracy through
unique sensor technology. The Comestero Changeuro Multicoin change machine will be
displayed as well.
Finally, at Transports Publics, manufacturers will discover a rich selection of cash handling
components. One of the biggest highlights will be the innovative ICS (Intelligent Coin System), a
new coin handling device that enables payout of all coin denominations. The ICS represents eight
hoppers and a sorter, all in one product – this is a real step ahead in multi-denomination coin
pay-out technology. SUZOHAPP will also show the Bill-to-Bill 300 banknote recycler, the
Comestero RM5 coin validators and the WGR coin carrousel.
Vincent Saubaber, Executive VP of Transportation Sales EMEA, welcomes visitors, stating “We
have decades of experience in serving the transportation market as SCAN COIN and now as
SUZOHAPP, after having incorporated the SCAN COIN brand. We continue to provide our
customers with the most advanced cash handling technology. We invite show attendees to visit
us to see how we can help their business grow.”
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About SUZOHAPP
SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling
automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world.
SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets,
including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions
include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of selfservice component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and
Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees
operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information
is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C.,
a Washington, D.C.- based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for
managing
approximately
$5.5
billion
of
capital.
For
more
information,
visit
www.aconinvestments.com.
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